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ABSTRACT

Ohio Satellite Final Program Report

The Ohio Satellite began with the purpOse of infusing the public schools with an awareness Of the need for,
and the structuring of, a fully functioning guidance program. This notion was- first presented in a proposal,
dealing with principal-counselor 'teams. With the advent of 'the EPDACenter-Satellite idea, the Ohio Satellite.
broadened the firsvcoricept.Retained was the notion of guidance as a total institutional function in schools
with teaming as a viable change and problem solving process. The latter concept was further defined, how- .
ever,nd became a model for collaborative decision-making.

A third concept was added to this original and now expanded intent. A package was developed for the
recruitment. and preparation, of students, particularly minority, group members, as "new prpfessionals" to
work in Black urban settings. If schools do, in fact, begin to operationalize.guidance as a total function, a
new breed of counselors is needed. Such a counselor would be capable of initiating and .sustaining commitment
and action consistent with the actions required by the total educational community: Clearly, certain inodifica-
tions of the traditional counselor education program were necessary to the creation of this "new professional."

In- working toward this goal, the Ohio Satellite operated in three directions:
1. Seeking to improve and update the counselor education program at Ohio State University
2. Operationalizing a collaborative decision - making model in relation to -a fully-ftinctioningguidance program
3. Developing a process for assisting the faculties of target schools in using the "teaming" model within

daily operations
Counselor education development took many forms. First, a formal program was needed. It included the

basic core program of the traditional guidance counselor and added four-coutses which were felt to be
necessary for the development of a new pupil personnel specialist. All Ohio Satellite counselor trainees
enrolled in a co tinuo- us field experience. Here.each candidate gained an opportunity to-test theOry and ad-S
Just to the pr ctical strengths and weaknesses inherent inapplying.thatrthenty. Many of-these experiences were
designed to crease awareness and skills in theareas-Alcounseling Black youth, using the collaborative

el and Aitiliiing all resources in a community for program development and implementation.
The Satellite staff;in addition, took the lead indesigning a strategy to gain acceptance of a Parallel Exper-

ience Program (PP) for graduate studies. The goal was to establish a policy whereby valuable work exper-
iences and informal educati4n could be used in lieu of a traditional baccalaureate degree for admission to the
PPS master's degree program. Although endorsed by. the Satellite, the proposal did not gain enough general
support to be adopted by the university as a standardized policy.

The second direction, operationalizing collaborative decision-making, took the form of a modeling process.
An effort was made by 'the Satellite Advisbry Committee to serve as collaborative decision-making guides.
Ideas and concepts in the collaborative model were tested in a flexible fashion. After the initial problems
associated with entry by the Ohio Satellite staff into the host school system; rapid and profound Movement
occurred. Team leaders were identified and trained; needs assessments were conducted; workshops were held
with university, State Department of Education, and nmmunity personnel as facilitators; and problem
solying teams were activated.

The Satellite co-directors worked closely with the faculties of'tafget schools in the development and initia-
tion of the collaborative model, and principals were encouraged to become active leaders in the actions. Con-
tinuous intervention by the PPS Program took place for two and One-half years with aClelib'erate breaking
of of direct support in the last half of the thirdyear in order to determine if a Self-sustaining process had
been accomplished. This design for assisting public school faculties toward' acceptance of the collaborative
decision model was the Satellite's most successful effort.

'Most Obvious Successes
The' hio Satellite did establish &demonstration site for testing and operationalizing guidance as an institu-

tional function in a public school setting. Teachers, administrators, students, and community all participated
in assisting in the growth and development of one another as human beings with a stake in the quality of
eduCation in the schools. This demonstration site also positively exhibits the use of a collaborative decision
model as a basis for planned change and problem solving.

The Ohio Satellite staff developed a field experience program which gained the acceptance of those respon-
sible for the Counselor Education Program at Ohio State University. Two of the four courses developed
specifically for Satellite counselor trainees have been propOsed as regular course offerings by the College of
Education. Finally, the College of Education as a whole has reached a decision'to.begin to support urban
education as an area of study withifi its offerings.



Thr Ohio Satellite has indeed produced a
,
set of counselors who are: (a) capable of initiating and sustaining

a commitment to guidance as an institutional function; and (b) able to use the teaming or collaborative
decision-making model for problem solving.

Tor additional information concerning this report contact:
Richard C. Kelsey .

,

The Ohio State University, Arps Hall, Room 163, Columbus, Ohio
(614) 422-09,63
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CHAPTER I

The Dynamic Interaction of the
Ohio Satellite, Educational Community

. Introduction ' .

Today'S world is full of static solutions to dynamic problems. Each solution to a problem, whether adequate:
or inadequate, raises'a host of new questions and often more problems. Success in education and ultimately v

in society requires finding of new ways- to solve problems cooperatively. Traditionally, we have been committed
to individualistic approaches. Current problemliohowever, necess'i?ate team approaches.

Every student preparing to be an educator cointinually hears the need for his involvement with the community. ,.

Indeed, few other concepts receive greater emphasis than this plea for school- community interaction. Some- ,"

where, however, between the classroom and the practicing profession this universally proclaimed axiom
becomes lost in the shuffle: The Ohio Satellite attempted tq use "working together" to solve proglems. It
chose "educational community teaming" as the guiding construct for changing the educational commtviity.

What, is Educational Community Teaming? _ /. ,,,,
The concept of the educational community is a way of organizing disciplines, institutions, systeths, service',,

community resources, and people around the educational needs of a constellation of people. `It assumes that
educational needs and problems can be dealt with more effectively by means of a collectiVe approach; more-
over, institutions and systems will themselves derive benefit from such collaboration, Bioader ownership of
problems will alloW a broader base for decision making, and: collective input and reciprocal learning through
the centralized utilization of resources will result in greater rewards for particirfants in the proccss.

These assumptions promote the notion that educational systems are fqrAl those who interact within that
sphere rather than merely for "kids." Moreover, the "we learn.Z.Lnodel:eliminates the need for power bases,
institutional boundaries, or oganizational hierarchies. PoWer is acquired and decisions made as,i result of
functional relatiOnships. 0 . ,

Thus, the educational community utilizes the interaction of competencies, SrganizationC-disciplines, and
individuals in order to achieve goals, rather than working through separate institutional, hierarchical, dis- .

kt ciplined, or similar aWo- aches which result ieresource duplication,
The educational conimunity includes all those groups which influence the educational growth anddevelop-

ment of individuals (adults and youth) within a geographic area Although the make-up of an educational
-community may vary from one loCation tt another, the participantsgendrally consist of the following:

1, Community (parents and Students) /
. 2. Public school .(teachers and administration)

3. University personnel
4. State Department personnel

.
5. Business and industry representatives

The' educational community provides the opportunity for systems to be open in terms of influence, program,
decisions, and functibni The goal then, was for the Ohio 8. Aellite to attempt to cut across institrutional.
bureaucratic lines and to change traditional decision-maki procedures. This could be done if it sought the
formation of units or "teams" comprised of persons affected by the educational venture. Thus, the educational
community became the core around which the teaming process was developed. ,

The Educational Community
Ak

The educational community utilized several basic theoretical concepts as identified by Roger Hiemstra in
Th4 Educative Community (p, 16).

1. A specific recognizable geographic setting in which a group of people residea high school attendance
area

2. A recognition of the shared intimate and personal relatiQnships built around interdependence of primary
social groups in the high 4chool attendance area (families, churches and social groups)

3. Consideration for the logical ando fornially contracted relationships among people who appear to be
independent of each other (teachers, counselors, administrators, parents, etc.)

4. Utilization of the associations of individuals to other individuals within the high school attendance area
(parent to parent, student to student, student to parent,'etc.)

5. Incorporation of the relationship of each individual to another individual, or group, based primarily on
group membership affiliation (Education Association, Principal's Alliance, Personnel and Guidimce Associa-
tion, etc.).



History
The original premise for the Ohio. Satellite was the need for better understanding between counselors arid

principals. It was observed that principals and counselors did not work together in ways which-enabled
students and others to experience a maximally effective and efficient guidance program:Teaming as a
procep was identifiechas a way of changing a guidance program from a reactive, crisis-oriented one to
proactive, preventive, and developmental gUidanceystem.

The Ohio Satellite had its origin in the rfaculty of Special Services, the Ohio State University. Very carly.in
its conceptualization, the Columbus and Cincinnati Public Schools agreed to become active participants.

The specific public schools withinlhe two-systems which-were identified for the target thrusts were
1. Cincinnati Public Schools

Parhcn Elementary
Sawyer Junior High
Withorow Senior High

2. Columbus Public Schools
Gladstone Elementary
Linmoor Junior High
Linden McKinley High

The schools identified provided settings whi4 were not then experiencing crises (1.c., active school dis-
ruption) as well as some settings which were experiencing tremendous difficulty in this regard. It was be-
lieved that two contrasting settings would enable us to test the proposed program.

Intentions
In order to provide the conditions, for effective.guidance services (pupil personnel specialist services) to

student§ and others within target schools, several aims emerged as having high priority. It was intended that
(1) the Ohio Satellite woulddevelop a field-based demonstration site for a counselor education instructional
program. This site would provide opportunities for testing competencies under supervision over extended time
periods. (2) Guidance would be viewed as an institutional function within each school building, (3) Problem
solving and conflict resolution techniques would become a process accepted and practked to 'Maximize re-
sources which focus on learning by students. (4) Four courses would be developed for the purpose of training-
counselors to perform more effectively in urban schools.

Rationale
By 1969, it became obvious that counselors and principals were not working effectively together in carry-

ing oukthe guidance function. Discussions with counselors and principals revealed that there were two major
causes fOr floundering guidance programs. First, the counselors and principals seemed unclear about their
respective roles in the gyidance program. Second, the lack of such role clarity resulted in the misidentification
and inappropriate utildntion of guidance competencies within the school inadequacies were reflected in
common attitudes and complaints of counselors, administrators, parents, students; and teachers. Our findings
suggested the following:

1. Counselors complained that:
They did not wish to be "disciplined" by administrators:

b. There was too much paper:work to be done.
c. They did not wish to be used as substitute teachers. -

d. Frequent testing of students left inadequate time for interpretation of the results.
2. Administrators complained that:

a. CourAelors were excessively concerned with student welfare and rights.
b. Counselors failed to produce "anything concrete."
c: Counselors frequently chose not to be a part of the idministrative`tern.

3. Parents complained that:
a. Counselors are only interested in college bound students.
b. Counselors fail to provide adequate guidance information to students.
c. Administrators are only interested in running a "smooth ship." ,

4.. Students complained that:
a. Counselors are always unavailable.
b. Counselors only served 'good" kids.

5. Teachers complained that:
a. Counselors sit in their offices and "loaf all day."
b. Couns ors often interrupt classes by sending for students whenever they wish.
c. Counselor§do little or nothing for the student who is referred.

2



As a result of such complaints it became eldent that there was a lack of communication in the schools about
the true operational function of guidance. The communication gap between the principal as the primary leader. ,
in the school and the counselor as leader of the guidance program seemed to be particularly damaging.

Those PPS professionals involved in drafting the program expressed their concerns from the point of.view of -"N
professional integrity.' , '

The school guidance programs were cot providing adequate services to most students.
.* 'There seemed to be little understanding of the manner in which students, school staff members and

parents could assist in the development and implementation f a comprehensive guidance program.
Most teachers, administrators and parents. appeared e unaware that they could derive persortal

benefits from a comprehensive guidance progiam.
There was a need to destroy the existing notion that counseling was the only service provided by the

guidance- programs.
Counselor preparation programs were,nceded to assist trainees in developing the competenciesneeded in

counseling coordination and consultation in predominantly Black schools. ,

As a result of the complaints voiced on the'one hand and professional concerns on theother; the idea of a
demonstration program was conceived. A three-year demonstration program might serve to provide a climate
of readiness by devel,Sping at least one school" with a self-sustaining guidance program. Moreover, after three
years the counseloseducation faculty of the university might be receptive to program alterations that would
reflect the needs of urban schools. It was proposed that such a demonstration program would focus on:

1. Improving the communications among school staff members with regard to the Pupil Personnel Service
Program -

2. Linking the initial 'preparation of counselor trainees with that of mid- career development programs for
counselors in the field .-

3. Identifying and developing procedures for teaching competencies and understandings which are needed
by counselorS who wish to work effectively in urban Black settings

4. Urging the adoption of these competencies as part of the counselor preparation program
The expected outcomes of such a program covered a wide range of concerrs from individual growth to

broad-based institutionalization. HOwever, everyone involved agreed,on the desirability of these outcomes:
(1) The counselor education program at the Ohio State University would seek to prepare counselors or pupil

.personnel s specialists as 'new professionals' to work in'Black urban schools. (2) Several Black urban schools
would hav staffs whose inter,- and iritrapersonal skills would enable them toobe more effective in working
witkstudents. (3) More parents in the target schools would feel secure in initiating positive interventions in
the target schools. (4) Several counselor educators would become more community-base oriented in their
approChes to counselor training. (5) More Black persons would be recruited and prepared as pupil personnel
specialists. /
:What could all this mean? It could mean that intervention would.take'place at several levels of the pupil

personnel or guidance systems. Such intervention Could result in important changes in the total functioning
of the guidance systemchanges which could result in the feeling that schools belong to the community in
which They. exist. In turn, members of the community could learn' to view the State Department of Instruction,
the school corporation, and the university as a resource consortium ready to help them defihe and meet their

,,

needs. 7

t,



CHAPTER II

Action
The Ohio SatelliteA Design for Change

The Ohio State University agreed to participate in the Midwest Cdnter Satellite EPDA venture because the
principal guidelines of that (EPDA) program were compatible with the fundamental mission,of the university.
The goal of creating a guidance and counseling program to effect change within individual schools and school
districts, utilizing active involvement of a wide span of cornm,unity resources, was-certainly a goal shared by
the program and EPDA.

Coals and Objectivs
The following is a statement of the EPDA rationale and goals:

EPDA RATIONALE
Thelollowing statement of goals has been taken from the program guidelines provided by the United States °ma of EdUcation,

Educational Professions Development Act, Pupil Personnel Services branch for '71-'72 and '72-'73. Thus these objectives are adapted
for the Center-Satellite programs.

A. The undergirding objective of the Educational Professions Development Act ',Pupil Personnel Services. Programas with all
programs in the Bureau of Educational Personnel DevelopmentL-is to help improve the quality of education of low-income, low-
achieving students and contribute to informing institutions at all levels of the needs of thew people. The preparation and training of
new professionals who in turn teach others in the new interprofessional model is the major meads by which this wit be accomplished.
The more specific goals, therefore, are:

I. To improve the qualifications of the trainers and supervisors who are committed to-the preparation of the new professionals
2. To train new professionals io develop programs which:

. -
a. Contain collaborative planning and evaluative atrangements among the university, school, State Department of public In-

struction, and related communities and community agencies
b. Train the new professionals to train other members of the educational community to function together as a team
c. Design, implement and evaluate new professionals' training programs which are appropriate for lowtinoome area schools

3. To recruit and train minority group persons ai'trainers who will prepare the new professional
4. To bring about, both in the institution which prepares new professionals and in the systems where they function, orpnizational

change whiCh will facilitate achieving the concept of a collaborative educationarcommunity for meeting the goals stated-above

The above-stated goals are further reinforced by statements from the Educational Professions Development Act-Pupil Personnel
Services Programs.

5. Pupil Personnel Service workers should not continue to work only in their traditiodal specialist areas, such as assigning aueument ,
to school psychologists, vocational guidance to counselors, health service to nurses, and community services to social workers.

6. The new professional specialist ought to be concerned with and competent to deal with a variety of needs felt by the teacher:,
students, community and system while working with other specialists.

B. The new professional should use a developmental and preventive model for human growth and det(elopment.
C. Role changes' of Pupil. Personnel Workers should be reconstructed by focusing on the actual behavior of the pupil personnel

worker rather than his professional title, affiliation, or position.
D. The cultural pp must be bridged between students, professidnals'and/or para-profesilOnals who are educationally or culturally

different.

After a critical review and analysis of the EPDA rationale in conjunction with the broadly defined needs
of each satellite, the Midweit Center developed the,following objectives which were approved in their.
present form by, each satellite. The agreed upon terminal objectives were

MIDWEST CANTER TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

I. Alteration of the training programs in universities which prepare pupil personnel workers in order to influence the changing of
pupil presonnel services offered at the school !evil a

a. TO have each satellite prepare eprospective new degree program or specialization which could be adopted in its university,
which would qualify as a training program for the "new professional" as defined in the EPDA rationale

b. To have exgerimental or pilot courses dei/doped by the satellite staff which logically relate to the EPDA rationale, and have
been proven effective in teaching the skills, concepts and attitudes the courses seek to provide

c. To have each satellite develop pilot courses of instruction which we closely related to the practical problems,that face idner-
.city schools

d. To have the university component of each satellite incorporate into its present degree program, a course that deals with.
cultural awareness, decision making and planbed system change

e. To have the State Department of Public Instruction (SEA) adopt the requfrenient that a course that deals with cultural
awareness, planned system change-and data -baled decision making beret:Wired for certification in PPS and Schobl Social
Work forjmnec-city work

f. To have each satellite be able to support the decision it has made with valid data; to have it secure evidence Of the results it
has aehieved and evidence of the effectiveness of its strategies



2. Thi new professionals (entry add-renewal) Will perform services u trainers, developers, and consultants, u well as provide direct
services to cdnsumers in schools, by:
a. Utilizing organizational development and organizational behailo

'"Ikarpviding consultation theory and practice
c. Urging community" development
d. Diagnosini learning difficulties and their'causes
e. Aiding definition and remediation of communicatiori difficulties
f. Applying of accountability and evaluation procedures
g. 'Demcinstrating acceptance and,dperationalization of, the educational community concept (schookommunity-university-state

department) -
h. Continuing needs assessment for adapting both training and services

Lea;ning about and implementing programs to focus on cultural and developmental differences
j. Initiatfng malti-ievel and multi-discipline training concepts

Ohio Satellite Goals and Objectives ,\
Initially, two goals were most prominent in the minds of the Ohio Satellite personnel; however, both were

viewed as experimental immature. The thrust of the Ohio State Satellite was one of change-orientation toward
,

'programs at both the university and local school levels. The goal for the first three years was to ereate a self-
.

sustaining local school district.demonstration site, the purpose of which was to exhibit the guidance function
as a viable institutional practice and construct. Such institutionalization throughout an entire- school district
was not easily attainable. The staff of the,Ohio, Satellite therefore chose to consider a single educational
community as its target. Our intent was to select one school to interface with Project efforts toward attain-
ment of this goal. I

A second goal was to create a consciousness within the Faculty of Guidance and Counseling Progra.rn of the
Ohio' State University such that principal faculty members would recognize the necessity for a new guidance
and counseling preparation programone which would be accommodating to guidance as an instructional
function. .

Attainment of these goals entailed the accomplishment of a series of prograin objectives. Specifically, these
were:

1. Creation_of a guidance and counseling program at the university level which could be considered an
alternative to the normal, experience sequence leading to the Master of Arts degree. Such an alternative would
nonetheless satisfy therequirements of the degree,

2. Entrance into an agreement with an urban school system which would require students in the new
program to practice and demonstrate their skills while in training. Such field experience or practicum would
parallel course requirements.

3. Development of courses to supplement those offered in the usual guidante and counseling program. Such
courses would consider the unique needs and relies okhe new counselor and would include information and
experience concerning counseling with Black students, organizational development, program planning, and
evaluation. -

4. Explication of the notion and ideals of teaming as an approach to problem identification and resolution.
.

Such explication would represent an alternative which could be Selected for trial.
5. ACceptance by the community of at least One school in which the Ohio Satellite could demonstrate the

imPlementation of .`teaming." The Project would assist the facUltY of that schOol in initiating a teaming approach
which, could maintain and--suStain die guidance funttion of the total school. .*

6. Recruitment of youth interested in and motivated:to participate in a graduate program which was 6xper
, imental in naturt but. from Which a degree could be earned Applicants would be required to meet the, standards

established.by the Graduate School of the Ohio State University. Participation also required a commitment to
achieving and mastering a more intensive program than that demanded by the usual guidance'and counseling
program. ,
Principal Cooperating Institutions

Thc Ohio Satellite Project was administratively positioned within the'Faculty of Special Services of the
College of Education (FSS), the Ohio State University. The authors of the project were members of the FSS.

The cooperating local school districts were located in Columbus and Cincinnati, Ohio. These two systems
each provided access to one elementary, one junior high; and one senior high-school. All levels of public
school faculty and staff were available to the Project personnel through this relationship. Additionally, an
effort would be .made to engage the participation of the local. communities'involved;

Both the Satellite and the participating school systemsconcurred in the need to seek the decision of the
Ohio Department of Education as a partner in this effort,of *change. Such involvement, was especially necessary

. .
issuesto assist in issues related to certification which might arise.



The network of cooperation which comprised the effort of the Ohio Satellite was fiscally and organization-
ally linked with the Midwest Center for Development of Pupil Personnel Ser Vice Programs. This center was
located within the School of Education of Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. The Midwest Center
also included satellites at

1. The University' of Illinois, Urbana and eight school districts 101

2. Thee University of Illinois, Chicago Circle and the Chicago Public Schools
3. Indiana University Northwest and the Gary Public Schools
4. Indiana UniversityBloomington and the Indianapolis Public Schools 1,

5. 'the Louisville Public Schools and the Univers4ty of Louisville

Administrative Structure of the Ohio Satellite
The program was administered ty co-directors, a community iaison person and students working toward

Master of Arts degrees in pupil personnel services. There were five students during the first year, three,during
the second, and two during the third year.

It should be noted that the co-directors held, by chbice other full-time positions throughout thefe Of
the project. The person who served as a community liaison was also a student. These leaders were expected to
devote approximately one-fourth of their time to the Project. In retrospect, it appears that this time allot-
ment was insufficient to adequately accomplish the full range of objectives specified. It should be stressed
many times over that a change-oriented effort of this magnitude requires a full time professional staff of
several persons.

According to federal regulatio for use of EPDA funds, and the guidelines issued by the Midwest Center,
each satellite was permitted so e latitude in establishing its own mechanism for decision making. The Ohio
Satellite, attempting as it was to weld a pluralistic group into a more singular focus unit, chose to organize an
Advisory Committee for its purpose. This approach was considered the most efficient if decisions,were to
reflect the diversity associated with participation by two public school systems, the local and state education
agencies,, and the university.

Each school district organized and maintained its own community task force. These task forces were
charged with identifying and articulating issues and problems to the Advisory Committee, which was corn

of representatives from all participating groups engaged-in the,Ohio Satellite operationthe Ohio State
University, Ohio Department of Education, each of the local school districts, counselor trainees, and persons
from the local' school community. The Project.co-directors were also members of the. Advisory Committee.
Task force reports to the committee were made at monthly meetings. Thereafter, priorities for problem
resolutions were, set, activities designed, implemented, and evaluated for their effectiveness. Co-directors of
the project were usually charged by the committee to assume responsibility for implementation and evalua-
tion of activities. Critical decisions were thus made by the committee though the management of those
decisions was usually the responsibility of the Project co-directors. Finally, Center-Satellite communications
were usually transmitted from Center to co-directors to the committee and vice versa.

A Chronological Review. of Major Program Activities 0

Activities undertaken by Project staff felfprimarily within three areasproject administration, development'
and maintenance of the Higher Education Pupil Personnel Specialist Program, and the development and
maintenance of a.program in the local schools which would implement guidance as an institutional function`
of the school.

The first major administrative task was to create an Advisory Committee which would itself incorporate
the principles of teaming. The effort of the Project staff was to create in the minds of all participants a sense
of ownership and responsibility to the attainment of,Project goals. The use of teaming appeared to be the
method most appropriate to attaining this end. Considerable practice in the new decision-making process was
needed, but the desired sense of cooperation among all participants did occur.
.Informally during the second year and formally during the third year, Projea staff attempted to" initiate

'change in the requirements for admission to graduate programs. The focus was on legitimizing valuable work,
leadership, and volunteer experiences as appropriate entrance credentials to Master of Arts degree programs
in guidance. This effort was referred to in'the project as the'Parallel Expetience Pfogram (PEP). Much effort
was expended on this portion of the project, and two potential candidates were enrolled. The Graduate
Conlmittee of the College, hoWever, eventually voted against initiation of such a program.

tour experimental courses were developed. Two of these were accepted as permanent course offerings by
the College. Continuous field experiences for the new counselor trainee were also implemented. This field
experience utilized opportunities within the College as well as target school systems. The success of this
effort was evidenced by the intention of the Faculty of Special Services to-consider incorporation of con-
tinuous field experiences in its present guidance and counseling requirements. Finally, the total curriculum



for the new professional necessitated the develo ment of specialized course offerings, in the development of
inquiry skills, as well as program planning, com unity organization, and techniques for counseling in Black
settings. While these experiences were achieved ithiri the limits of course hours required for the Master of
Arts degree in Guidance and Counseling, these new candidates alsa enjoyed a preparation tailor-made to their
unique needs: .

Master's degree, pupil personnel trainees were required to experience afield practicum in the target schools.
They became involved in a wide range of school and community activities, working with the Advisory
9oMmittee, Educational 'f ask Force, and team leaders. They also served as assistants in many, of drprograms,
inclu4ig the community and evening schoctl. They received a broad experience in program planning, research,
coordination, counseling, administration,community organization, and human relations. They also serve.d as
consultants and advisors at many levels Of program operation. This unique multiple experience proved to be
a useful model for the training of pupil personnel specialists.

, . ..4

The merger of Adult. Education, Guidance a Counseling, and Student Personnel Services refldcts an ad-
ministrative arrangement which resulted in t Faculty of Special Services. The,new chairman,Of this faculty
was the first year co-director of the Ohio Sat His goal was to create a new faculty on piiper as well as in
spirit. Moreover, he wanted to enjoin this faculty to create a program which would bridge the objectives
of all .three areas, but would reduce the degree of overlap in former mission statements and course objectives.
Realizing that teaming could accomplish his objectives, he sought the energy of the Ohio Satellite to assist
this effort. .

The Satellite responded because they were offered an opportunity to initiate change in the Guidance and
Co seling program. An opportunity to bring about a significant change in the approach to educating guidance
coo selors could not be ignored. .

. .
.

W !Lin& with a special faculty committed at first and then with the entire faculty at a faculty retreat, a new
pro m mission began to emerge. This new mission was translated into a possible competency-based curric-
ulum xperience. The faculty, however, was not as prepared for the new thrust to the degree as its chairman
or the pecial committee had thought. Faculty members.did not accept the new plan, and no compromises were
offered. No effort has been extended since that time by this faculty. Adult Education, thena part of that
faculty, bas' since been moved to the Faculty of Vocational Technical Education.' Project efforts did not
cease, however, but simply changed directions. 1/ .

While this effort was unfolding, an interim dean was appointed to the College of Education. The College
Senate also began to develop a college-wide programOf urban teacher education, the committee for which
was chaired by a Satellite co-director. This presented a new opportunity for the Project to join with urban
education advocates to try to effect change or newdirectionln the College preparatory programs. This
effort was not in vain; in.February, 1974, an-Urban Education Program was initiated using the teaming
model. Elev n faculties have representatives now on the Urban Education Advisory Board, the policy making
body of the rogram.

Although t e Ohio Satellite was not responsible for motivating or initiating any of these actions, it was an
energy source committed toward an urban education philosophy. Thephio Satellite also represented acommitted
process which tilized the opemcollaborative model for action. Until this time, projects such as the Ohio
Satellite Pupil Personnel Services PrOject and the Black Education Programobad stood alone in their attempt
to, implement parallel efforts based on common intents.

A third major category of activities launched by the Ohio Satellite were those dealing with the local school
districts and their communities. In order to effect change, the Project required entry into schools and their
neighborhoods. Project staff stood ready to assist in problem identification and resolution through the use
of the teaming or collaborative model proeess. Howevecayvillingness to receive such assistance did not

...

readily surface.
Due to student disruption at the Columbus target senior hig school during.the spring prior to the initia-

tion of the Satellite Project, much concern had been expressed in the Linden area over educational issues.-
Many Project activities, therefore, focused on this high school. Monthly meetings were held with the principal
in order to convince an admitted "bureaucratic administrator" to change his perception of the collaboration
model. A change was obviously needed at this level if any intervention was to come about.

During the metamorphic period at the school, the. Project Advisory Committee, assisted an Educational Task
Force in, planning and implementing two workshops for Linden area parents and teachers. These efforts
showed fruition when the senior 1?igh principal urged the Linden area schools to involve themselves in a
summer needs assessment workshOp. This activity involved all levels of the project team: the university, the
school system, the State.Department and the community. This workshop resulted in a priorized list of needs
facing the Linden schools. It also produced a group of school-based professionals trained as team leaders.
Another workshop materialized for the. ColumbUs target junior high Schobl faculty. These individuals could



. begin to assist their schools toward accomplishing gUidance as a total function. This was particularly evidenced
among the senior high school faculty. Each itez in the priority list and each team'leader required follow-up,
however: . ,

.

--This need for follow-up tested the energy of the Satellite to respond. Collaborationwas even more critical
than ever. The Adyisory Board used all the resources available to plan'follow-up activities for these. ream
leaders, and to begin to develop solutions to those needs listed by the summer workshop participants. Using
an exchange of scrvicehthich already was an agreeMent between Ohio State and the Columbus Schools,,
versity-directed, tuition-free in-service courses were offered for the public school-based team,leaders. The
Columbus Educ.aliohal-Task FOrce also conducted workshops for faculty and parents of the. Linden' com
munity. These workshops were designed to deal with techniques and skills for accomplishing the collaboratiOn
model, as we exploring at leapt partial resolutions of some of the needs previonsly identified. C)

Theactivit the second summer included a workshop to help teachers resolve problems related to . ,..
readingtlie erone.school need according to participants in the first year summer workshop. PartiCipants
were paid for their attendance. The workshop leaders included students, experts in the area of reading, and
parents. Again, the. Advisory Committee needed the assistance of all components of the t rh to provide the
energy and other resources,necessary for a successful workshop. Workshops itudrug aware ess, teenage preg-
nancy, and parenthood were also planned. ,

In some Instances, a trainee's field experience requirem nt was spliced in ordel-,to.serve special school needs.
For example, an out-school tutoring program staffed b Satellite counselortraineesZaS,initiated for pupils
suspended from the target Columbus junior high sc ol. The intent was to motivate These pupils to return to
school with positive attitudes and to assist them in maintaining skills comparable to those of their peers. A
tutoring program was also initiated in the Linden area schools and was partially staffed by Satellite counselor
trainees.

A Fall 1972 course In Team Buildi g in a Pub& School Setting was offered t"I Linden area school-based
leaders. This course was ere through the Ohio State University Columbus Schools exchange, of

services contract. With this co e completed, the Satellite staff was in, a positiorilto begin to "wean" the
public school staff from S te dependency in order to determine if the orocen could be self-sustaining
within the schools. ,

At this point, efforts of the Project turned to administrative activities necessary to comply with requests
(stemming from the joint needs of the Midwest Center and each satellite to close out the three year program.

Energy turned to reflection, outcome evaluation, and reconstruction of efforts accomplished. A monograph
on the theory and practice of teaming was planned and a.consultatilt author employed. The Ohio Satellite
joined in "Operation Recap". in February, 1974. At the same time, much energy was devoted to maintaining
the established efforts of the Satellite counselor trainee prozrain and the evaluation of the program. Energy
was also Channeled into those "higher eduCation agency chinge" strategies outlined at. the beginning of this
chapter.

Obstacles and Problems Encountered e
One of the early problems which Confronted the Project staff was the withdrawal of project sanction by

the Columbus schools. For reasons never given to 'Project staff, the Superintendent of Columbus Schools, by
a letter to the Project co-directors, terminated the basic agreement betwecn tfie two agencies. While a response
was being-formulated by. Project staff,,the gincipals of the Linden areatarget schools, indicated'they could
not accept this tcrmination. A conference was held among all parties. Due to the insistence of the principals,
sanction for school participation was restored. This incident gave notice to the Project staff that there was
recognition and acceptance of their efforts on the local level.

Recruiting counselor trainees and finding a base for the Project at the university posed little other than
monetary issues. Establishing a position in the target schools was, however, a slow process. In Columbus, the
principals of the target schools were -slow to accept the efforts of the Satellite,,reflecting the initial uncertainty
of many groups about the-nature of the Project. The Ohio Satellite had no product which would appear to
solve theedhcational problems of-the Linden area. Iroffered a processa process which had to be implemented
in the main by persons other than Satellite staff. Communication of this notion raised concerns. The Linden
community wanted answers, a blueprint for success; they wanted something tangibleimmediately!

, Adoption of the teaming process also meant giving up authority Per decision-making and responsibility to
a broader base of school personnel. Principals were not ready to do this. It took the senior'high staff and
vice-principal almost a year to create an atmosphere of trust for the Project.

The Cincinnati site was too geographically removed from the Ohio Satellite headquarters at Columbus to be
of immediate benefit. The schools in that system were selected by central office staff, and the task force was
composed of central office administrators. The project co-directors met often with the Cincinnati task force
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and a solid interchange of ideas occurred. However, theday-to-day contact, recognized as iiperatiVe, was not
possible. At the end of the first year,- Cincinnati decided to utilize Model Cities funds to continue theprocess
begim at that site. The Satellite's involvement with the Cincinnati site was over.

With the termination of the Cincinnati site, other problems arose, mostly due to staff changes. One Project
co-director resigned to accept the chairmanship of the Faculty of Special Services within the Ohio State
UniversitYCollege of Education. He was replaced by a memberof thefaculty of Early Childhood Education,
and the. Advisory Committee was temporarily suspended. The Columbus Educational Task Force continued
to be very active, hciwevtw. Finally, the Columbus elementary target school discontinued its participation in
the project, and its prinCipal resigned as task force chairman: A new chairman replaced him. ObViously, it
was difficult to establish continuity under these conditions during the second year.

Toward the end of the second-project year, questions were raised concerning thedaisiOn-making power of ,
the Project. What. was at first only a ripple, later became a wave of discontent. The Advisory Committee was
regenerated. It immediately began to function, but with a loss of its original inertia. Never again was to
focus on Satellite objeciives. Initead, it turned to administrative decision-making. Though the second summer
was-relatively successful, other problems followed.

Administrative disagreements between the Indiana Center and the Ohio Satellite surfaced. These were
primarily the result of (a) a supposedly inackquate second yearfinal report alid (b) a provocative third year
proposal. It seemed impossible for the Ohio Satellite staff to tend to the issues raised by the Indiana Center.
Finally, after, a series of meetings and several, proposal interactions, a final agreement,was reached, but' at the
expense of three months of valuable,planning time. This late beginning was cause for anguish on the part of
the Ohio Satellite staff on many occasions thereafter. The Advisory Committee delayed its initial meeting,
the task force was even.inore delayed, and;-the functional interchange between the two was severely cramped.

Shortly after, Project staff received word that its efforts toward establishment of the previously described
Parallel Experience Program had been thwarted. The "low ebb" of, the, third year had been reached. Many
lessons were to be learned in the following months. Teaming, as it re4ted to the SatellitejAdvisory Com-
mittee, was no longer a reality.

Recall that the principal reason for establishing the Advisory Committee had been to forestall possible
competition between the Columbus and Cincinnati schools for limited Satellite resources, to focus instead
on higher objectives. Within the year, however, three school principals were appointed to the committee.
The competitive spirit proved disruptive among Columbus staff when one principal was named as third year
Project co-director. Much of t1),e limited. Project resources was eventually targeted for the co-director's
school. Not much in the way of resources nor-:energy remained to implement a thrust at the second junior
high school participathig in 'the Project.

Moreover, the role of 'the Advisory Committee became unclear. All efforts undertaken seemed beyond
their capability to-solve. Planning time was at a premium. Activities had to be devoeed almost entirely toJ resolution of details of the,Midwest Center requests, including evaluation, ManY of the requests from the
Center necessitated the total attention of Project staff.

Summary_
, .

The Ohio Satellite was designed to try to establish two demonstration sites. One would be in a public school
setting, exhibiting .a commitment to the total guidance function M a school setting. The second would be
within a university.faculty and would exhibit a degree of proclivity to alter traditional programs to make
them capable of supporting_the school setting. Many activities were designed and iniplemented to satisfy
these goals. Many probleins occurred, some of which were resolved, others. not. Most 'of the necessary
modifications helped the Satellite improve its performance. One fact is clear: Through the use of demon-
strationsites, high visibility is paid to the need for total guidance function as a school responsibility.



Teaming for Educational Change

Teaming as a process for educatiOnarchange is not a new concept-It is gtmerally agreed that more co-
operation is necessary among professional educators than'among Ather professional groups. Further, even .

more cooperation is needed when the total educational community is considered, since this group includes
both professional and nonprofessional (parents, etc.) personnel. The importance of the team approach to
problem solving has.thus b n particularly emphasized by the Ohio Satellite. , .

The need. forcooperation s special implications for pupil personnel-services. Considering the diversity of
cultural groups, (Blacks,Chie os, Native Americans, etc.) who differ from those in control of school policy,
it is necessary to integrate the educational community with diffe'rent levels of functioning and different aware

Ind perceptions. Clearly, among the traditional teams, it can 6* observed that there often existed
conflicts in the goals across and within subgrouiv. The result wasa series of mismatches among those respon-
sible for administering the functions of the educational community. The approaches which evolved in the
Ohio Satellite were designed to provide a morfieffective method for satisfactory decision-making toward
positiVe educational change..

Secondly, when problems were identified, the chain of command often provided personal or bureaucratic
.

screens whiCh tended to alter the nature of the problem. This resulted in a response which did not address.
itself to the nature of the original ptoblein.,

Just as frequently, when decisions wer'e needed concerning certain problems.or issues, the structural design
for problem solving created 17time lag from the point of problem identification. to the point of problem
response. Often as a result of this lag (a) the solution frequently did not fit the problem; (h5 the problem no
longer existed or had changed; and (c) individuals or groups affected by the problem may have organied less
desirable responses but nonetheless effective defenses to deal, with their problem concerns.

It was obvious that a changernechanism`was necessary within eduCation which considered all constituents
in the decision making process. The PPS Program used teaming as a_change strategy becau e it was believed
that teaming provided theprocess which responded to the preceding problems.
' This decision assumed that grcater cooperdtiOn was needed among professional and lay groups pertinent
to the educational process. In addition to the need fora tearn;effort was heightened by recognition of the
gap existing between the experienceschools offer and that which students need to function in today's world:
There was an especitIlOignificant need for improved services to pOlycultural groups 'and poor people. In
previous .projeers the adults in the educational community were ignored, and project efforts usually failed

.

to bring abbut significant changes in the students' learning environment. Thus it was assumed that, if involve-
merit from non-schoOl adults was not sought, the learning climate provided for students would continue to be
inadequate. The pronoiincFment of educators that "We are here for the students" is verification, that they
view themselves as instruments of instiy.ction rather than human beings who require a positive atmosphere ...

conducive to instruction and learning./Einphasis on adults ip the educational community working as part of-
an educational team ould'de- rnphasize the rOleof the edUcator as an instrument and re-emphasize the role.
of- ot the eduCator as Participant. -- . \

Teaming` is viewed as a dynamic process which alloWs individuals from all levels withinthe educational
community to bea significant part in the decision- making process. By having a personal investment in the
decision making, individuals are able to influence their own organizational behavior.and progress over long
periods of time Further, the tear%decision making process is one which allows the creation, implementation,
and continuous iniprovement of a healthy educational climate for most students and adrilts.

Just as.different Menibers of sports teams have differentiated assignments and responsibilities, depending
on positions played, so do various PPS team Members exercise specialized functions: -Parents from the
schools' Attendarite areas, schOol educators (i,e., teachers, counselors, principals, secretaries, assis,tant superin-,
tendents, board, members, etc.), unWersity professors and State Department of Education supervisors all
have something to offer the total effort. The differentiation occurs in perspectives and in talents. ',

No two persOns in the edueational_coMmunity are alike in the professional backgrounds or,personalOes
they bring to the team. HOwever, they are identical in the school-related frame of reference, that they bring;
that is to, say, all iizdiViduals share an obligation toconvey a specified body of attitudes, facts, skills, and
concepts to ,the yizdents. ThiS dichotomy holds implications for the entire team. First of all; each member's
unique strengths and characteristics are garnered as a student guidance activity resource. Second, the specific
professional or paraprofessional perspective common to all must be respected during consultation on direct
student-related or other school:related difficulties. This does not meansurrendering pupil considerations in
favgr of consideration' for administrative personnel. gather, it means acceptance of varying Viewpoints,



followed by dialogue in which the team works out; a plan of action beneficial to all persons involvedin the
educational process. The outcome of such an arrangement provides the team with one of is greatest assets
functional efficiency.

We believe that theTeaming Development Training Model consists of four phases. These include awareness,
knowledge acquisition, skill'development, and inVorved action(Wigtil and Kelsey "Focus on Guidance,"
November 1968).,We will explore each separately.

Awareness. The'first phase is oneof sensitivity or awareness. During this stage, individuals on the team
attempt to understand (a) the concept called teaming, (b) how this concept is dfiferent froth the usual opera-
tional method of teaming that exists within institutions, (c) how the concepts will be different, especially' in
terms of the decision - making process, and (d) how each individual will function on the team. Team members
arc given opportunities to assess their feelings in relationship to this new model and are encouraged to accept
new functional roles within its context.

Knowledge Acquisition., Emphasis in thi stage is placed on understanding the areas of community develop-
ment, organizational development, interviewing and counseling skills, and political action approaches. Lt is
extremely important thatrach member of the team have a level of knowledge and understanding in each of
thcse areas in order to fun on effectively on the team.,.

Skill Developme. nt. During this stage a great deal of emphasis, is placed on trying out the new knowledge
-and skills which have been learned or developed by team members. Common team missions are established, .

and tcfrim members can identify and develop competencies which are needed to carry out the common
mission's.

Invoked Action. Finally,in this stage the transfer of learn learning will take place in settings other than the
initial target settings. It is assumed that many of the firOings of this Project will be applicable to other educa-

.tional communities. This stage is likely to be mosi,:eftectively implemented both during and after the life
of the project.

.

What Haptien$,In the ,Teaming Proce.ts1.,
During the teaming process, the.f011Owidg practices should be employed:
1 Teaming should provide opportunities for all components and individuals to experience some self-

evaluation and toiiie-Ceive intrapersonal satisfaction or rewards. Some examples of questions whiCh are
personallyraised are: ,

a. What am :I doing that is 'successful?
b. ,What .am I doing that is not successful? Am I afraid to f;ce my successes and failures?
c. Why de I respond as I do (custom, tradition, logic, rational behavior, human tendency)?
d. -Arm I flexible enough to allow-myself to experience differences caused by, for example, time periods,

ages, cultural eras and sex? .

e. Once I have experienced differences, am I willing to do something about them by attempting personal
change, personal strategies, and organizational approaches?

.f. Whin have I last made a,personal growth change or an organizational prodedural overhaul? (Do I
lool'myself 'about this by saying, "It can't happen overnight," and insure that tomorrow never comes?).

2. Teaming should provide an opportunity to understand goals and objectives in order to limit sub-units or
interdeparimerit conflicts which pull in opposite directiOns. Critical concerns in this area include the inte-
gration of personal goals, sub-units' (faculty, staff, students, administration) objectives, and institutional
purposes. This is mit an easy task, because many institutions, colleges,and universities "have developed
parameters or boundaries based on a hypothetical person or a pseudo-student. There often is little regird
fot the actual people who make up the'institution.

3. The human element must become a major consideration.
a. As people. work together, rank and status may often get in the way. Teaming considers that persons

of lesser rank feel the same need to be understood, as do people of higher rank.
b. Leadership assignments are made'on the basis of availability of competencies at a given time rather

on protocol:
c. Each faction is able to profit from group thrust, thus eliminating compounded blindness and

frustiation since all are able to "follow" with minimal hesitancy.
Teaming thus tends to lessen the concentration.of p ztower in the hands of few. It appropriately teaches that

,..only as each person gives up the awe attributed to status and rank can he or she expect to influence and
contribute coMpetencies toward positive group goals.

Teaming places a major emphasis on the acquisition of competencies, knOwledge and skills. However, two
major considerations are evident in practice. (1) Even though-there is some factual knowledge that can be
precisely stated concerning teaniingaS.aprocess,each person must discover for himself how to combine thisA



.

knowledge with his own capabilities and skills.,(2) Each 'member of a,team must learn to' hypothisize, experi-
meri it,devse Methods, and test ideas. -

4

.

In 'order to function effectively, a team also requires a clearly defined feedback system. This pattern of
messages intist include procedures appropriate for (1) checking and rechecking how each indiVidual's behavior
is vieWedhy 'Others in the team, (2) assessing the behavior and motivation of others, and (3) validating judg-
ments of human events to see if they fit what others see. Without a communication system to provide an
acceptable pattern of reciprocil messages, an effective system is impossible.

Teaming Vehicles and Processes
1. The-Advisory Cornmiitet
The Ohii; Satellite organized severa1major vehicles for the planning and implementation of its teaming

objectives. The first such vehicle was an tAdvisory Committee, a small body df some seven persons representing
various educational communities. There was at least one representative each from the following sources:

a. The Ohio Statc Depaitinent of Education 64

. Master's degree student intPupil Personnel
G AstornmunitVtrepresentative
d..The'Ohio-State University
e. Principals of participating schools
f. Co-Directors of the Project

The Advisory Committee was responsible for the selection of personnel, major fiscal policy formation and
maintenance) It selected the target schools and-made jUdgments regarding the major thrust and emphasis of
the overall program. . .

The first major prOcedure outlined by the Advisory Committee was that of a "needs assessment survey." The
needs assessment survey was a comprehensive examination by the 'target schools of critical problems and
issues facing them. Workshops and seminars were established to conduct in-dcpth examination of school
problems. This survey resulted in identification of major problems and recommendations for their solution.
For example, the survey brought to light that tenth 'graders who came to Linden High School for the first time
received no orientation about the school. Students were therefore spending three years' at the high school
without understanding the physical facility or school program, and having very little opportunity to ask
questions or bccome acquainted with school officials.

The Advisory Board recommended that Linden establish' an orientation program for tenth grade students.
The prinapalra member of the committee, agreed with this recOrnmendation. Hisschool task force decided
to close the school fdr one day in order to conduct such an orientation. ltshould be noted that no single;
guidance counselor could have made and successfully, implemented such a program. There would have been
resistance from both 'teachers and administrators. The result is that tenth graders, are now immediately made
to feel more a part of their new schoyff; and do so, with an opportunity for a greater amount of communica
tion between themselves and school officials. -4

The Advisory Committce also organized intraschool workshops for teachers and staff. These workshops
have proven extremely helpful in bringing about improved communications among all school personnel.
Workshops were also organized for parents and community people. These also served to bridge relations

,between the school and the community. Parents came.forward with many suggestions on hoW the overall
educational program could be improved: They were, for exainple, extremely concerned about instruction'
in the basic skills (reading, writing, and arithmetic). As a result of this concern theAdvisory Committee
recommended that each school should provide for reading workshops for their teachers. Each teacher was
encouraged to become more Proficient in the art of 'teaching communicative skills. The AdVisory Committee.
also encouraged teachers and administrators to participate in other workshops and educational seminais.

The, most important, role of the Advisory Cornmittee was its continuous-campaign to achieve total com-
munity concern for excellence and`quality education Comthunity rallies were organized around community
leaders and spokesmen fir quality education. In this manner, the Advisory Committee' functioned-as a
Catalyst to push the total community to join hands with other educators.

2.The Educational Task Force
The Advisory Committee/recommended and worked to establish an ,Educational Task Force, open to any

person in the target school area. Active participants included school administrators, teachers, students,
sparents,_members of the Advisory Committee and other community representatives. Attendance at monthly
meetings ranged from thirty to eighty persons per meeting. The task force has become,a forceful organization
and resolved to remain in existence after federal funding of the Ohio Satellite has been discontinued.

In the early stages the task force was seenhy many as an ongoing effort on the part of the school officials
to disband. the Parent Teacheyr Association. This interpretation created some difficulties in attaining total
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community support. Principals were very sensitive to this allegation, and in some instances were unable to
Mend their teital cooperation to the goals and objectives of the Project. They simply did not have community

Ponsensus. With limited full -tiny staff and resources it was difficult to conduct a comprehensive task of
interpretation to the, public. v

The lack Of full-time staff to work with the educational institutions has been one of the weaknesses of the.
Ohio Satellite. This Project required at least two full time professional staff to provide supportive services
for the Educational Task Face and Advisory Board, 'as well as other organized and unorganTte4,4avits. How-
even the Educational Task Force did realizeribmenajor achievements. It was responsible for the unfreezing!.
of communication in Aheitotal educational community. Dialogue was increased between teachers and admin.
istrators, bctween guidance counselors and other school staff. There was-an overall improvement of relatiOns
between the school officials and the students. in fact, students were always present at meetings.F;ior to this
program, students and school officials had been locked in day-to-day major confrontations;in some instances
schools had been forccd to close for fear of physical violence. The Educational Task FoNeencouraged much
needed, open dialogue between students and school officials.

The EducatiOnarTask ForCe also atten4pted to explore the problem of school suspensions. It was the
practice to suspend students for long periods of time because of discipline andbehrior problems. The.task
forcc decided to establish a Community School to meet the educational needs Of,such students. &building
was obtained in the community. Tutoring and other.gnidance programs were.organized. The work of the task
force in this area has led to a major reduction in suspensions. The task force also anticipates a major increase
in thereading scores for students at. Einnioor Junior High Schoohas a result of activities initiated in this area.

The task' force established an evening school program for Community residents. Courses ranged from typing
and shorthand to a variety of arts, 'crafts, and other prograins of interest to adults in the community. Although
a very, morthwhile effort, it was eventually dropped because of our limitations on time and resources. A more
successful activity, probably because it fell within3he range of short tefm involvement, was "Fun Night."
Teachers became so enthusiastic about communily participation that, they agreed to form car pools to pick
up parents for the event.

3. Tearn.t.;caders
Each target school organized a team of some ten to fourteen persons to coordinate the programmatic

activities conducted in its building. TV teams included adminiitrators, teachers, guidance counselors, and
tthers. Each team leader woidd meet with a small group of teachers to discuss variouS program suggestions
and activities. These groilips were organized along natural divisions. For example, a particular group of grade
level teachers would meet, or the physical education staff might come together, to discuss common concerns.
As a result there was significant improvement in Communications and overall group morale within the schools.

The teams had responsibility for impleThenting and making s,,uggestions to the EduCational Task Force.
Team leSders met weekly and planned to continue their established function even after federal support for
the Ohio Sat5ilite is discontinued.



CHAPTER IV

. The Ohio SatellitePupil Personnel. Training Models

The Ohio Satellite Project recognized the need to design a model that would provide educational training
for three distinct community groups.. First, the program was designed to provide graduate training at the
master's and Ph.D. level for a small group of students who could meet existing university requirements.
This program was called the Pre-Service, Training Program. Secondly, a program was established for teachers
and 6ther school petsoimel interested in receiving university credit for courses specifically geared,to their
personal and professional needs. This program was called the In,Service Mid-Career Training Program. A third
component was a program whereby persons witho i baccalaureate degree could be admitted to the
master's program using experience and demonstra edl-liership as qualifications for their admission. This
program was called the Parallel Education Program (PE also hoped that the Project would serve as a
catalytic force in helping the university'recognize,the value of "Community Professorships," i.e., persons
having unique contributions to make to the various educalton communities.

A
The following section explores these four program models a d the manner in which they were organized,

as well as their functions within the Ohio Satellite Program

Program Descriptions

Pre-Service Training Program
During the summer of 1971, three students were,admitted to the PPS Pre-Service Preparation Program.

They.were enrolled ;n the regular Guidance program at the master's level. These students were recruited and
,screened on the basis of the following guidelines:

a.. An effort was made to identify and recruit mostly. Black students who had expressed an enthusiastic
desire to work in predominantly Black settings.

b. The PPS collaboratiye decision making model was presented to, all applicants. Its.discussion permitted
'interviewers to identify students whose philosophy approximated a similar approach to group and collective
problem solving.

c. Recruits were to manifest a basic/sensitivity and understanding of the causative factors of problems in
Inner-city schools and communities. I

d. Students were to be receptive to the idea of the need for training a new kind, of practitioner.
c. Students were to be amenable to the notion of participating in a year-long, community-based practicum

experience in a predominantly Black setting. -`

Students enrolled in the program were required to take the core of departmental courses requisite to
achieve professional certification. In addition, they.were offered four newly developed courses designed to
provide relevant content and skills for persons preparing to work in predominantly urban Black settings.

A comprehensive bibliography of readings was made available for each course: In each course, stUdents
were organized into small groups. This provided maximum opportunity for'discussion of subject matter and
exchange of personal ideas. Students were encouraged and assisted in examining the nature of their internal
as well as external worlds. This endeavor was often very painful and emotional; however, there is little doubt
that it did serve to bring about in the minds of participants a more genuine understanding of themselves in
particular, and of human dynamics'in general. Throughout the program students were also required to attend,
and encouraged to participate in, professional workshops as well as other activities planned by local schools,
agencies, and other community groups. To acquire planning, coordinative and other organizing skills, students
were required to organize workshops as well-as help develop needed programs and special institutes. They
were also responsible for the organization of community and evening school programs.

The students responded enthusiastically to the community practicum. In the regular guidance training
program the practicum is universitybased. Students observe through one-way,mirrors, participate in, game
stimulation, role playing, etc. The community-baked practicum provided an opportunity for students to
spend approximately twelve working hOurs a week in an institution located in the community,. This approach
to learning made possible a greater integration of classroom theory with practical experience.

Just as important was the stimulation offered by the field experience toward a new and more advanced
level of inquiry. Students recognized the need, for and often gave realistic answers to "nitty gritty" problems
formerly bypassed. They questioned theories and showed greater interest in developing procedures which
will result in problem solution, rather than interest, only in achieving formal certification.

The community field practicum also provided an opportunity for students to witness practitioners at work.
They could begin to compare professional statements of what should be done with what was actually done on
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a day-to-day basis. They could begin immediately to...evaluate their own competencies to function as
professional practitioners. Since faculty members working with the Project were required to collaborate with
students in the field setting, they were under constant scrutiny regarding their skills and abilities to cope with
complex practical problems. The faculty member, as a partner in the learning process, became a living example
of both theory and practice in motion. Various types of faculty members were utilized in this regard: three
counselor educators, one specialist in early and middle childhood education, one specialist in evaluation and
research, two curriculum specialists, four practicing counselors, and three practicing' principals.

All students who participated in the program over the three year period have since graduated. Most are
employed in settings similar to those for which they were trained, and some are pursuing advanced degrees.

In-Service Mid-Career Training Program -

In many urbanareas across Ohio there are teachers, school personnel, agency persons, paraprofessionals,
and others who are interested in continuously pursuing eduCational opportunities. This interest takes many
forms. Many without university degrees desire to take specialized courses or acquire degrees-in counseling.
Many teachers, social workers, and other persons with Associate of Arts or Bachelor of Arts degrees wish to
continue working while either taking select courses or pursuing an advanced degree. There ate also parents and
other community persons interested in issues related to guidance who desire to take courses on a part-time
basis.

These needs gave rise to the establishment of the In-Service Mid-Career Training Program. Despite numerous
difficulties associated with instituting new courses or a new curriculum at such a major university as Ohio
State, a variety of programs and activities were developed. A concerted effort was made to establish courses
to mtei the special needs of the group described. It was necessary that participants firit be accepted for
graduate study. This made it possible for them to take courses offered in the regular graduate school program.
Most of them took evening courses or independent study and small group courses which were established
upon the ipecial needs of the students. One such example was ,a course in behavior modification developed
for public school teacherg. This course, provided a practical approach for use with "problem centered"
students. Other courses were designed to.provide content on Black culture, Black institutional development,
and other relevant topics.

The In-Service Mid-Career Program also provided opportunitics for students to participate in workshops and
special seminars led by the Satellite. Some examples were:, two-week and four-week summer workshops on
program planning and evaluation monthly meetings on, curriculum analysis; four-day summer workshops on
"Teaming for Changc"; and bi-monthly-seminars on'team building and leadership skiffs. Participants were

1. always encouraged to become more actively involved in life outside of their particular Work situation. Students
were advised to attend city council me'etings;governmental hearings, rallies, and other political activities which

,,.generally shape the policies'and direction a community life. -

A major problem voiced by students in this program was related to frustrations they encountered in trying '
to develop a workable career plan. Many simply did not know what skills they possessed or what they could
accomplish. Others were uncertain how they could acquire the information and resources necessary to achieve
their desired career goals. A significant amount of time was thus devoted to individual counseling and assistance
to those persons wishing to clarify and make career decisions.

Parallel Education Program (PEP)
The endless hours and efforts devoted to the establishment of the Parallel Education Program represents

perhaps the most difficult challenge of the Ohio Satellite Program. Again, the goal was to (a) select a person
recognized in the Black or urban community with leadership skills, with an interest in career development,
and who had achieved wide-spfead recognition as having a great deal of talent and skills; (b) admit such an
individual to the regular guidance program at the master's level. (

This proposal was presented and accepted by the FaCulty of Special Services. A person was identified and
recruited for the program. The person Was required to work for two quarters with four of the seven members
of that faculty in order to give faculty members an opportunity to assess the student's suitability for the
regular master's program and give the student a chance to ;become familiar with the faculty as well as the
environment at-the university. The student successfully completed this trial period and was permitted to take
some fifty (50) hours of university credit in the regular master's program; for which he received satisfactory
grades. The graduate committee of the. College of Education, however, refused to accept such credits toward
graduation from the Master of Arts Program in Counseling. There were grave misunderstandings and
disagreements over this matter. ' .

Suffice it to say that a majority of faculty members would unhesitatingly recommend the individual for a
position in Career Development. In fact, the student is now employed as director of the Columbus Area
Opportunity Industrial Center.



Community Professor
Throughout the world, many universities permit persons with unique combinations of skills and iniormation

to become a part of their academic community. Such persons arc invited as lecturers, Jisiiing professors, or
in some instances, have been known to receive full professorships.

A suggestion was thus made to the university that persons with unique experiences in Black and other
communities be given similar recognition. Several reputable persons from Black community organizations
were invited to lecture on the problems and issues in the black community. Some Came from organizations
currently making demands of the public schools. We also invited lecturers, parents, students, and other persons
with an important poirit of view regarding the problems and issues facing Black communities. We believe that
this effort should continue to be explored in the-future:for human interaction is inherent in problem solving.

In conclusion, the overall Ohio Statellite Pupil Personnel Training Program has had a great deal of impact on
individuals as well as several major institutions. A grand total of 69 trainees went through the. program over
the three years. -

1971-72 4 stipended M.A. students
,5 practicing Counselors

. 1972-73 4 stipended M.A. students
5 practicing counselors

21 classroom teachers
1 Ph.D. student

1973-74

1

3 stipended M.A. students
8 M.A. students (no- stipends)
2 practicing counselors

16 classioom teachers
1 Ph.D. student



CHAPTER V

Evaluations and Recommendations

The Ohio Satellite Educational Community included the Ohio State University, the Columbus Board Of
Education, and local Columbus schoolsLinden McKinley High School, Linmoor Junior High School, and
Gladstone Elementary School. The Department of Education of Ohio was also a participant along with the
Midwest Center at Indiana University. All these forces joined in a unified effort to realize three Major ob-
jectives of the Ohio Satellite Project, which were

1. Through "educational teaming" to organize problem solving processes and vehicles which would serve
to improve overall guidance activities in the target schools

2. Demonstrate the need to train a new kind of pupil personnel specialist
3. Effect major changes in the overall guidance program in the target schools
The organizers of the program were somewhat idealistic in their hope of trying to achieve major changes

within such large bureaucratic structures with limited resources: Without this spirit and idealism, however,
it is doubtful whether so much would have been' accomplished. It was probably the idealism of the co-directors
and,the key Staff peoplethat made the biggest difference. Another factor was the latent but growing readiness
for change and movement on the part of the Columbus Publi9 Schools.

- 6

Accomplishments
Accomplishments can be categorized in many ways. We feel that the forms of accomplishment that we-can

accurately measure are successful activities, lessons learnedifrom unsuccessful activities, and total program
impact as revealed in questionnaires and observations. .

Of those activities which could be considered successfully performed, the noteworthy:
The public-school system and the university pooled their respective resources i order to develop and

implement staff development workshops during the summer and weekends.
Two courses ("Counseling in a Black Setting" and "Organizational Development for Counselors") were

developed and taught, and are presently being considered for College adoption.
Field-based pupil personnel practicum experiences were provided on a quarterly bails for master's degree

students.in Counseling.
-Teaming was utilized as a way of institutionalizing guidance as a function of the total institution rather

than the task or responsibility of only the counselor.
, counselor trainees have demonstrated their abilities, to use the collaborative-decision making, model for

group problem solving.
As far as accomplishments, at the university level can be ascertaineii, we can point to several developments

which reflect Satellite influence. Three very important programs were implemented at the Ohio State Univer
sity during the funded life 'of` PPS programs.

A College of Education-wide in-service program was started during 1973. This program consisted of
cooperation among eleven faculties and several public school systems.,The Ohio Satellite has provided one
model which was examined by the College during the in-service program development.

An Urban Education Program was initiated in February 1974, a program which is using the "teaming"
model. Eleven faculties have representatives on the Urban Education Advisory Board which is the policy-
making body within the College. Presently a Community Policy Board has been formed which will provide
direction and assist in implementation:

The Guidance and Counseling Program has been changed from an M.A. in Guidance and Counseling
(which included certification), to an M.A. in Guidance and Counseling for teachers and others. State certifica-
tion can be acquired after the master's degree if the student desires.

Ohio Satellite Program Impacts
The best witness of the impact of this three-year effort comes from testimony of those involved in the

process. What type of school counselor did the Satellite produce? The chairman of the Elementary Counsel-
ing Program of the Colunibus Schools gave the following statement:

The goal of the project was to produce a different counselorknowledgeable in the use of community
and school resources. Those graduates hired by the Columbus Sehools are good outreach counselors.
They, can use the community well, and the new course work and the field experiences they incurred as .a
part of their education are responsible for this. Special courses made these people stronger counselors of
black youth, and field experiences permitted them to see and use a wide spectrum of change strategies.
All counselors should have this course work and field experience before graduating. They would learn
that teaming is difficult but productive work, that not all team.membrs will always work, and those
on a team have fallouts due to breakdown in communication.
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A counselor who worked with a Satellite counselor trainee graduate indicated the following:
He is a different type of counselorhe is a human outreach personhe is very effective.He has a good
personality, but the difference was his field based program. He knew his way around kids and schools
from day one Heis a problem solver a prevention sense. He does not like crisis but deals with it well
The OSU program gaVe him 'a lot of these skills. He is very pupil oriented.

How has the Ohio Satellite Program affected the schools it has served? The following comments from
teachers reflect the impact:

Has th(--pi-dgram improved the climate at your school?

Yes, definitely. It brought teaming to Linmoor. We have mote staff development than any school in the
system. I have been at Unmoor for ten years and last Year was the first year that teachers did not want
out. Not one requested a transfer and this is unreal. This is the first year we have had a staff experienced
in working at Unmoor.

What has teaming accomplished at Linmoor?

Solutions to problems. Shared decision-making, action, and responsibility. Team leaders feel the school
is their responsibility. All the policies in the Linmoor manual came from the teamsnot, from the
principal alone. We all have a vested interest in making that work. It's ours.

I
Has PPS helped in your community-school situation?

Yes, they gave us a strategy for solving a chronic problem. We are no longer fragmentednow we have a
plan for action called Fun Nite.
PPS has given our schools in Linden a together feeling.' It has just. started to become a reality.

As a part of the evaluation of this program certain impact data were collected. Within the Linden-cOrn
munity only Linmoor Junior High had continuous exposure to thelocal school district program efforts.
Thus, this school faculty was selected to be queried as to any perceived climate change which might be
ascribed to the efforts of the Ohio Satellite to introduce and maintain teaming in. building.

Each of the teacheri, aides, custodians, clerks, ancladministrators assigned to Linmoor were adminiitered
4 -a sixty-six item questionnaire constructed to perceive positive changes in

school-comMunity relationships
facultyadministrative relationships
faculty-student relationships
faculty-faculty relationships
faculty-support staff relationships
student-student staff relationships

Changes due to teaming could be recorded and analyzed. A, five-pointLikert,Scale index was used
1 = Very Much. Assistance Toward Imptoverrient
2 = Much Assistance Toward Improvement
3 --e Some Assistance Improvement
4 .= Very Little Assiitance ToWard Improvement
5 = No Assistance Toward Improvement

A copy of this questionnaire appears in Appendix D.
Sixty-eight questionnaires were analyzed. The results indicated that teaming assisted the-Linrnoor faculty

in improving their relationship to their community. Most of this 'assistance was in the area of "involving the
community in planning and carrying out staff development activities" by "communicating to the community
what staff development was attempting to do at Linmoor." This resulted in "teachers becoming more familiar
with the influence of the-community on student behavior"both overt and covert. Teachers began to attempt
to make "the educational experience relevant,to the needs of the cominunity:" Unmoor then reached out
t3 team its efforts with other community agencies such as churches and other social agencies. This increased
community involvement in the school which, according to the staff, "bettered school-community relations
and increased teacher awareness of the concept of the educational community."

Faculty faculty relationships also improved. Teaming required that total staff work together to improve
their ability to solve school, problems. Communication among the staff improved due to the requirements of
teaming. The process of teaming for an educational pcoblem and formulating a solution made staff members
a partof the decision making process involving the total staff. This process also permitted a focus on the
positive attributes of the teaching staff, which tended to enhance the personal development of individual
teacher& The culminating impact of this, again according to the teachers surveyed, was "a conversion of
dialogue into action."
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The Linmoor.faculty was neutral on the impact of teaming on student-student relationships. Nothing of
value could be gleaned from_the data. (One of our recommendations would be to administer this question-.
wire, or a similar one, to the Students at a given school site.) .

Faculty-student -relationships were reported to be Very much iinproveie to the process of teaming.
Students were involved in the process of educational.problem solving, is them a part of decision
making and engendered a sense of personal responsibility for the functioning of the school. It alSo permitted
teachers to convey to students that-they care about them and their problems. This effort,- though it involved
only a limited number of students, seemed to diffuse throughout the student body. Attitudes were influenced
and students began to respond in a positive manner to changes in the school policy. Achievement scores did
not climb, nor did all discipline problems disappear, and class cuts still,occurred. But students did begin to
form more positive identifications with the school. The overall teaching-learning atmosphere was reported to
have improved. greatly. . ".

Faculty- administration relationships generally. improved but whether oi'not it was due to teaming could
not be discerned from an!analysisf the reported-data. However, looking at the data from' a survey of the
Unmoor Junior. High School entitled Building Environment Study, administered by the Columbus Public
Schools bepartmen't of Evaluattion, Research and Planning, reveals a poSitive rela.tionship between staff and
-administration, with a consis t improvement over the last three years. Teaming has existed at Linmoor for
two years. .

Faculty-support Service p tzel relationships were-rated "as good as ever." This bond waspositive before
teaming was- initiated at Linmoor, and permitted an easy entry for these two staff elements into a teaming

. relationship. However, the data dOes not indicate an impact on this relationship which could be ascribed to
-teaming. The following'responses reflect, however, a degree of improvement through training.

A Columbus school administrator made the following observation:
The Columbus Schools became involved because a tense situation existed in the Linden area.. The
school system had an opportunity to gain a resource for teacher education. A cha.nce to get-a staff of
the, target senior high in a position to knowledgeably use community input. A thing which was occurring
regularlyanyway. What existed was the chance, to use. a technique to organize and channel community
participation in the, schools without openly involving the central officean already existing community
scapegoat. The program has geniiinely helped many teachers to a new awareness of methods of solving
problems youth encounter in schools. ,

What has been the impact of the Ohio Satellite on school principals? A target school principal offered this
comment:. .

I have been opened>uP: The school is the responsibility of all within it They know it, I know it; I trust
them. "could still make all the decisions but it's better, more secure; more coinfortable to share this.
function:in the. proiramming arena,. I still administer the rules and regula.tions but setting these things
is now done by more than just a4ew people.

How well has teaming worked? From one Midwest Center co-director:
I cannot comment on it"directly. However, in Center-Satellite relations, it got us through.this summer
and (all. When one element of the team was ready to pack in our relationships, other members. were
redOnbling their effort to keep it.alive. Being crisis oriented to get your foOt in the door is okay. This
notion of teadiling induces conflict. Ohio has handled conflict well.

,
From the other Midwest Center co-director:

Not sure f'bOut the concept of teaming; it is not clearly explicated in their propOsals. But, in terms of
products, i.e., solved problems, it seems to have been valuable.

From a Columbus Schools' Central. Office administrator:

4so

Teaming has workedeveryone has done their thing well and.inra very helpful way; the University; the ,

school administration, and the teachers, yes, the parents, too.

From a Satellite counselor trainee:,

'This sharing process has been very effective in reaching set goals. I think it has worked well, since we
utilize each other not only on a professional basiLbut also on [a basis of] friendship. This process
makes people more willing to work together.

-How effective has the Satellite been in its functioning?
ryFrom an Advisory CopAittee member:

The project worked best the first year Evegone was interested and organized. The leadership was
better. Teaming is designed to cut through bureaucratic red tape. But, community diversity is also



red tape. The project worked very slowly here. It could not seem to overcome this prciblem.,As well,
key decision makers from the school system' dropped outwhy, I don't know:

A. member of the COlumbus Educational Task Force stated:

Year I of the project was the most effective. Joint planning, problem identification and probleni
resolution occurred. Delineation and definition of needs and issues were most clear.
Year II saw the demise of an effective Advisory Council. The planning mdde was dropped. Issues became
much less clear and efforts seemed to be aimed at solving crises which were attributed to center activities.
Year III has been most frustrating. Communication has been poor and often non-existent. Cooperation
is almost totally lacking and not even crises are being attynded to in any reasona.ble fashion. Our late
start directly attributable to the Center has caused most prioblems. We just could never seem to recoup.

The Midwest Center co-directors:

Their program has three distinct advantages: Community involvement, sound field experiences for
their HEA trainees, and a good sound relationship with the public school. These are EPDA expectations.
Ohio has performed well here. They have a solid relationship with Linden area of the Columbusfublic
Schools. They have been able to use their concept of teaming to solve crises in the schools, and they have
worked well in the Center-Satellite consortium. They have not become data-based decision makers,
howeverwe in the Center had hoped they would.

Data collected from a questionnaire sent to all satellite counselor-trainee graduates also indicated that
trainees were impressed with the fact that many people seemed to be working together to make their exper-
iences meaningful. They claim the benefits of teaming to be most positive and beneficial to their growth and
development. The opportunities to work in the field were highly regarded, deemed necessary, and seen as
something only the PPS Program was offering.

What makes the Ohio Satellite Program acceptable? From a Linden area teacher:
They had no strategy to lay on us. They were a resource to be used to solve problems that we decided'
had priority. The 'we' being the Linden community including the school faculties. People had problems
with the OSU people in the beginning because they could not deal with a group saying they had no
product only a process.

From another teacher:

I went to the Summer Workshop in 1972 as a team leader from Linmoor. That was a fantastically
valuable experience. It really revved me up. It was so positive, so motivating. We saw Something that a
person could get involved with, elements or plans they could help direct and control. These outcomes
could improve our schools and involve more parentslowanted that. I saw a way out of a lot of personal
frustration. That's why I got involved, have stayed. involved, and will continue after the program monies
stop.

From the Midwest Center co-directors:

They have a clear need for their pr4rram; their personnel have tremendous commitment, drive and
energy; they have a clear directiOn; and they are willing to rethink their processes.without erasing their
purposes. They want, to get something done.

What does the future hold?
At first we were very dependent on university people. But we've tested our wings. We like the idea of

helping and know we can do it. We're committed and we will continue even after the termination of federal
funds;,with the help of our own school system.

Recommendations
We. will attempt to share some of the critical areas in which the Satellite Program efforts have fallen short.

It is our sincere opinion that the Ohio Satellite Program has had major impact on many of the institutics
that We have encountered. There is still much to be done if we are going to truly develop More effective in-
stitutionalized guidance programs. In this spirit we would like to make the following recommendations to the
Columbus Public Schools, to Ohio State University, and indirectly to other institutions that can benefit most
from our findings.

Recommendations to Ohio State University, College of Education and Faculty of Special Sefirices:
1. We strongly encourage the Faculty of Special Services to institutionalize its commitment to educate a

new kind of counselor who is able to facilitate and manage the total guidance function within Black and
urban settings.
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2. The four-course PPS core sequence should become an integral part of the counselor education curriculuti.
3. Future programs. of an experimental nature should be staffed by directors with full-time status and

commitment.
4. Utilizing the PPS Program as an example, the Special Services faculty should become more willing to

explore new and innovative approaches to the ever-pressing guidance needs in urban and Black school settings.
5. Every' effort should be made to establish a school year-long community-based field practicum, Each

faculty member should becoAe an integral part of the practicum.
6. Planning funds shbuld be sought both internal and external to the university for the establishment of a

Center for Instruction Research and Planning iw Urban and Black Education.

Recommendations to the Columbus Public Schools:
1. Each elementary and secondary school should develop a staged plan whereby a comprehensive guidance

program will become an institutional and dynamic part of each schoot program.
2. The participating schools in this program should be provided with ongoing techniCal and profes,sional

assistance so that the team leaders in each school may continue to function as vital contributors to school
planning and problem solving. .,

3. The 'tar chools of this program should maintain existing programs and activities and explore more
effective wa achieving parental support for the education. process.

4. We recommend that the Coluinbus Public Schools provide time during each grading period and during
the summer for teachers and staff to hold workshops and seminars for the purpose of gathering information
and exploring solutions to critical school problems. ,

Finally, the Midwest Center has provided invaluable planning, coordinative and technical services to the
satellites. Every effort should be-explored to maintain, the Midwest Center and its supportive functions. The
Ohio Satellite would strongly recommend that the Midwest Center assume a future catalytic role in the
exploration of funds'and resources necessary to implement many of the critical findings and recommendations
in this report and in thOse of other satellites.
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Guidance and COunseling
PPS Specialist Program
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PUPIL PERSONNEL SPECIALIST

Total Courses Required

Description of Program Requirements f4- PPS Trainees

tTlie PPS trainee in Guidance and Counseling is required to have completed, at the end of the Master of Arts
.

ogram, a minimum 53 credit hbuts. These will be divided in the following manner:

26 credits Guidance core courses
12 credits Four PPS, courses designed for the new professional

6 credits Elective courses .

3credits Counseling PraCticum (Laboratory)
3 credits Field based experience in participating schools
3 credits Research Methodology

,The core courses required for the degree include:
1. GuidancePrinciples, Practices, Pupil ServicesEd. 874 (3 credits)
2. Guidance, Appraisal TechniquesNon-StandardizedEd: 877 (3 credits)
3. Guidance Appraisal TechniquesStandardized Ed. 878 (3 credits)
4. Introduction to CounselingEd. 973 (3 credits)
5. Group leroceSsesEd. 875 (3 credits)
6. Resources for Educational and Vocational GuidanceEd. 879 (5 Credits)

7. Research in,Education (Guidance)Ed. 694.34 (6 credits)
i.

The four PPS courses designed especially for the PPS trawee or new professional in guidance and counseling
'include:
1-454

1. Program Planning and EvaluationEd; 694.34 (3 credits)
2. Counseling in a Black Setting.~ Ed. 694:34 (3 credits)
3. Consideration in Organizational Development for CounselorsEd. 925.34 (3 credits)
4., Community Organizatiorrfor School Workers in a Black CommunityEd. 694.34 (3 credits)
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Plans to be Developed during the Five-Day Teathing Workshop

Each of these plans will be related specifically to the needs assessment which was tarried out during the
first year's action plan. Further, each specific plan will be related to the major objectives of the Ohio Satellite
Project For example, the workshop itself is a venture in developing a more effectively functioning team. The
workshop is designed 'primarily to plan for expansive teaming efforts.

The following represent the specific objectives of the Summer 'f raining Program:.
1. To develop a mote fully functioning team within the Columbus Educational Community
2. To improve the communication, skills within the. Columbus Educational Community's 'team
3. To,provide pedonal and organizational development skills to team member&, so that each member

can carry out aspecific task in the teaming process
To provide an opportunity for institutional team members to make significant 'contributions toward
improving the effectiveness of the team -

5. To provide a training site for two members of each of.the five satellites related to the. Midwest
Center

6. To provide, an opportunity to make use of the Center Satellite's structures and human and material
resources ,

7. To assist educational communities' participants in moving toward achieving the specific tasks or
i objectives identified iprogrammatc obectves as dentfied n the needs-assessment.

8. To develop more effective ways of involving greater numbers-of community and business persons
within the functioning task force '

During the' summer two large workshops will be held. Each workshop will consist of approximately forty-
five participants from the educational community. These workshops will be designed to improve the teaming
concept. However, each workshop will also be designed so that the specific programmatic thrusts as identified
in,the needs assessment can be developed. The structure of the workshop will be as follows: The department
head rill b2 paired with one other teacher to serve as team leaders for approximately ten teachers. The
purpose of these small groups will be as follows:

1, To develop the ideas and skills-related to the concept of "every teacher is his own curriculum'
maker"; that is to say that curriculum'is developed at the classroom level
That every teacher is a reading teacher; that is-to say that teachers, no matter what their subject
areas may-he, will by'design and by plan develop as a par_ t of their curriculum a thrust in improving
and upgrading the reading skills bf piery student in that educational community
That every teacher provide some drug education arotind his or her subject area
That more emphasii be placed on the importance ofall the facets, funtionaries and entities within
the educational community in order to improve the human reltions within the educational
community , .

That each tam assume some responsibility fOr developing ideas which will improve the Community
School

The second five-day session for team leaders will be held in late August. This session will have as its major
obj,

. . , . .
ectives the ionowing:

1. To evaluate, the two staff development workshops 0.

2. To develbp plans for carrying out specific objectives related to teamingffiroughout the school year
3. To develop specific skills in better relating to specific components within the educational commun .

ity, such as community persons, community agencies, business and industry, and governmental
officials and .the 4Versity

4. To develop a tiiti%.ble for each planned event to take,place
5. To develop strategies and activities with a` process evaluation at designatedpoints
6. To build in strategies for interfacing more effectively with thecentral administration

To becoine more skilled in developing and ithplementing theprogram planning model and behavior
modification skills
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Evaluation Design

The Recap Team was composed of three consultant writers, a Satellite co-director, the internal evaluation
specialists, and the external evaluation consultant. This team identified individuals and/or groups of individuals
who had or were thought to have-key insights into the Ohio Satellite. These individuali were categorized by
the numbei of years they had been associated with Satellite efforts and then divided among the author triad
and the evaluation diad for data collection purposes.

Each identified data source for the evaluation diad was questions covering fourbasic dornains. These were
(a) the potential.value of the Satellite Program, (b) the real impact of the Satellite Program, (c) the manage-
ment effectiveness of the Satellite and (d) the nature and meaning of teaming. Those individuals interviewed
by the author triad were asked questions designed to elicit historical and descriptive information. This in-
formation was needed to supplement and complement Satellite document files in order to give the authors the
necessary framework for accurate preparation of a comprehensive report of Satellite activities and accomPlish-
ments over the three-year period.

The following chart indicates the persons interviewed, the interviewers, the type of instrument used, and
the reason for the query.

Data Source Interviewer
Chairman, Faculty -Author triad
of Special Services,
OSU

Acting Dean, College
of Education, OSU

Project Co-Director
1971-1974

rroject Co-Director
1973-1974

Evaluation diad

Author .triad
Evaluation diad

Evaluation diad

Instrumentation
Interview

Interview

Interview
Interview

Purpose of query
Historical
reference

Evaluation
reference

HistOrical reference
Evaluation n-reference

Interview Evaluation reference
Historical reference

Senior High. Principal,
Target Linden School

Task Force Chairman
1971-1972

Task-Force Co-
Chairman, 1973-74

_Assistant Superin-
tendent, Columbus
Schools

Former Principal,
Target Senior High

Counselor, Target
Junior High

Task Force Member
1973-74

Chairman, Elementary
Counseling, Columbus.
Schools

Teachers in Target
Schools

Evaltiatiim diad
Author triad

Evaluation diad

Evaluation diad

Evaluation diad.

Evaluation diad

Evaluation diad

Evaluation diad

Evaluation diad

Evaluation diad
Author-triad

Interview
Interview

- Interview

Interview

Interview
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Interview

Interview

Interview

Interview

Evaluation- reference
Historical reference

Evaluation reference

Evaluation reference

Evaluation reference

Historical reference

Evaluation reference

Evaluation reference

Survey Question-
naire Interview

Evaluation reference
Historical reference

Evaluation reference
Historical reference



Data Source Interviewer Initrumentation Purpose of query

Counselor Trainee
Graduates 1972

Evaluation. diad Survey Question-
naire

Evaluation reference

Counselor Trainee
Graduates 1973

Evaluation diad Survey Question-
naire

Evaluation reference

Counselor Trainee Evaluation diad Interview Evaluation reference
1974

Indiana Center Evaluation diad Interview Eialuation reference
Co-Directors

Internal. Evaluation
SpecialiSt

Evaluation diad Interview Evaluation reference
Historical reference

External Evaluation Author triad Interview Evaluation reference
Specialist

From this pool of data sources much of this document was generated.
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APPENDIX D

Questionnaires

1. to trainees after first year, one trainee's answers included
2. sixty-six item, general questionnaire



. -

1. When you were first informed of the Pupil Personnel Specialist Program at Ohio State what did you
feel you could gain from enrollment in such a program?

I was initially informed of the program by a friend in August, 1971. I had already planned to at 1,

tempi to go to graduate school in the Fall and this program offered me mainly a financial opportunity
to enroll and attain a degree.

If this initial' perception changed during your year-long experience, please eiplain how.
Although the program was explained.to trie when-Lenrolledyl honestly-could not-perceive the
type of involvement I would have. Of course, I now realize that it offered a chance for a very unique
and realistic education.

3. Were you happy with this change? Yes X No Why?
1 have always felt that textbook education is seriously lacking When it is not supplemented with
realistic Practical experience. This is what. PPS offered.

What impressed you most about the PPS Program? Why?
It gave me the opportunity to work.as a guidance counselor four
challenge the most eXperienced person. I was forced to grow. ".

What events turned you off? Why?
The most disillusioning part of the program for me was the financial assistance. I was being asked
to be involved in the program to the point that employment was impossible and no other assistance
was available. Also, resource persons at the University were not usually available when .I needed
them.

6. Hee you been able to implement what you were-taught and/or experienced in the OSU program?
-1-J-Absolutely, I was placed in charge of a school for suspended students. I was forced to counsel a

diverse group of hostile students daily in a crisis situation. I feel that I began my first year of
school counseling With the equivalent of three years' experience.

7. Does a program like PPS hold any promise for the education of pupil personnel services professionals?
If yes or no, please explain your view.

Yes, as long as it is able to provide real settings for potential PPS professionals in their chosen
profession. Also, if it is able to provide the experience with the proper balance of textbook educa-
tion and the financial resources to enable the trainee to survive.

Describe the process of teaming as you presently perceive it in your professional situation.
It is a process based on the notion that no one or two persons can have the skills, the time or the
endurance to run an entire school. Therefore, in my setting, the skills and individual expertise of
the total faculty are utilized in accomplishing pals and objectives that have been established
through the cooperative efforts of the total -gaff.

9. Plcase'dcscribe how effective you have found this process to be in attaining set goals?
I have found that this process creates confUsion. We live in a society which has taught us to look.
td leaders for guidance. This process could be effective when the individuals involved have some-
thing invested in the gbal and can-find rewards in attaining the goal. Therefore, it requires a lot of
leadership and a lot of planning in the initial stages for it to be uccessfui.

10. Based on your experience. please describe those elements which are most critical to the implementation
of teaming in an institutional setting, i.e., what could prevent it from even getting started, or what could cause
its quick demise?

a. Realistic, complete planning.
b.. Thorough orientation of all individuals involved.
c. Continuous evaluation by all individuals involved.

Based on your experience how can each of these elements be efficiently overcome by a team leader?
I don't believe thit any of these elements can be efficiently overcome.

Teaming is opposed to the way=vve have been programmed to live. Even in games, the
team has a coach who motivates through rewards and punishment. Much of thee
planning in his area has been done. However, teaming through institutions is new
and I don't believe enough planning has been done..

12. Reflecting on your OSU experience in the PPS Program, how could it have been improved to better
meet your expectations?

Personally,1 only found two areas of weakness. (1) If one is to be involved to the point required
by the program, there should be more financial' support. (2) The University personnel should be
more involved in the activities and practical training of the trainee.

hours a day in a setting that would



11. OHIO SATELLITE
Pupil Personnel Specialist

Teaming Program
School District General Questionnaire

Indicate by placing an X under the appropriate column how much you think teaming has assisted in:
o

1 Teachers being aware of the idea
of educational community (school,
community, university, etc.)

2 Increasing communication among
the staff

3 Providing leadership training
for team leaders which benefitted
the total staff

4, Developing communication be-
twecfl\ the staff and the student
body

5. Improving staff relations

6. Improving our ability to work
on school problems

Staff members being a part
of the decision making process

Engendering a sense of personal
responsibility for the functioning
of this school

InVolving the total staff in
working together

10. Teachers conveying td students
that they care about them

11. Teachers betoniing mere familiar
with some of the more serious
problems at this school

12. Teachers being better able to
help students cope with school
problems

13.'. Teachers resolving classroom
difficulties themselves with-
out the assistance of the
student affairs department or
the administration

14. Enhancing the personal devel-
opment of individual teacheri

15. Focusing in on the positive
attributes'of the teaching
staff

Very
Much Much Some

Very
Little None

27
399



Indicate by placing an X under the appropriate column how much you think teaming has assisted in:

16. Positively influencing thc
attitudes on the part of
teachers toward Linmoor

17. Improving the availability
of teaching styles and techniques
for individual teachers

18. Arriving at teacher participation
regarding non-teaching duties

19. Influencing teachers to
participate in after-school
and evening activities

20. Converting dialogue into
action

21. Staff members working together
in carrying out school policies
which they created

22. Providing feedback on teacher-
made policies

23: Teachers follov:ing the policies
which they created

i24. Making provisions to intensify
our efforts in staff development
for the coming year

25. Building self-improvement
strategies into the staff
development program

26. Making clerks,custodians,
educational aides and food
service workcrs feel a part of
the school team

27. Providing administrative
leadeiship to the idea of
tearing

28. Involving, students in the
teaming process

29. Making explicit to the student
body teacher-created policies

30. Getting students to respond
in a positive manner to changes
in school policy

31. Positively influencing students'
attitudes

32. Students identifying positively
with this school,

Very Very
Much Much Sorke Little None

28
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Indicate by placing an X under the appropriate column how much you think teaming has assisted

Very Very
Much -Much Some Little None

33.- Helping students to develop a
more positive self-image

34.. Improving the.acadeMic achievement
level of. Students

'Arriving at ways of recognizing
more students who are good school
citizens

Developing strategiesto
measure the influence of the new
school poliCies on the, student
body

37. Bettering schoolcommunity
relations A

38. Teachers becoming more
familiar with the influence of
the community as it affecti
students

39. Making the educational experiences
relevant to the needs of the
community

40. ComMunicating to the community
what staff development is
attempting to do

Involving community people in
planning and carrying out staff
development activities.

Teaniing our efforts with
social or church groups in the area

Increasing community involvement
at this school

Providing feedback to parents
regarding school7community
activities

Making parents aware of their
school-related responsibilities
to their youngsters

46. Lin ro dr school image in
relation to co unity expectations

Selecting,the appro ate time and
day for staff develop ent

Outlining goals for staff ,
development sessions

Achieving the goals and objectives
set forth by the staff



Indicate by placing an X under the appropriate' column how much you think teaming has assistedin:

50. Providing effective solutions
to school problems .

51. Formulating plans to insure a
student development program for
the coming year

52. Providing for curriculum
innovation

53. Providing for attitude changes
which will facilitate the
operationalization of
curriculuM changes in the coming
year

54. Exploring the inter-disciplinary,
approach to curriculum..

O
Providing for consideration
of the needs of individual
departments

56. .Studying curriculum ideas with
teacher interest in mind

57. Developing curriculum ideas
with teacher interest in mind

58. Improving rthe teaching-learning
atmosphere

Reducing discipline problems
fit.

Addressing ourselves to classroom
problems

61. Improving the degree of order
during study hall

62. Improving the degree of order during
lunch period in the Ipnchroom

63. Improying the schoat attendance
of students

64. Reducing class cuts

65.. Emphasizing the important role
that the feeding elementary,schools
play in teaming

Emphasizing the important role that
the receiving high school plays ,
in teaming

Very Very
Much Much (Some Little- None


